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FIELD TESTS OF THF, MOBILE ROBOT SHERFA
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Pasquale Lucibeilo and Maisiniiliano Mobile
ENEL - Diicziony Stutli c Hictrdic - Arcj TocnoloKic Innovative Nuclear;

v i e R. Mar^hcnta 137, 001^8 Konia, Italy

ABSTRACT

[his j>aoer "•.ununarizci recent demonstrations *>r cl»e
transport cnpabilitie3, inside nuclear buildings, vl the six
lodged robot 3I1ERPA. ileveloped by CCA robotic team.
Results ol Ihc teals earned out ac Ohori7-B .iiirt 'Vrino
Vcrccilcsc }hiclmr i W e r PI:UHs. rft-ir>rcJiVciv in iunc i993
and in January 1994, in ihe tiaiiicwork of the European
Community TKLEM/VN lJrogmmme. ,m.

I INTRODLCTION

is the European ,\tumio Energy
Ccimmunity'H research and training programme for remote
handling in hazardous or disordered nuclear environment,
it !ia-s been running from 1989 and is managed by Uie
Commission of the European Communities (CEC),
Direworaie Ciaicral XII for Science, Research and
Development.

Specific Tfil.FAIAN projects cover the following key
technologies: dcxu=rily, mubility, observation, control,
communication, and cnvironmcntfll tolcrnncc.

One of fhc project addressing mobility is the TM11 -
SMF.RPA, whose muiti-pnrtncr shared cost contract was
si^iicii in DccembcT ! 990. The TM11 partners are:
Technicatome s.a., Commissariat 4 I'Bncrgic Atomiquo
(CEA), Klecvicil^ de Tctunx (EDV), Univcrsitc Libre dc
liruxcllcs, UniversitaetKarlshnihe, and ENEL.

The SHRUPA robot (Fhoto no. 1) is a six legged
platform originally developed by Odeties1'7 (Odex 3

piulform) and subsequently improved by CEA with new
control capabilities (mainly rcflc.\ funrtionntilicM un Lhc
.il(erna<inK tripod geit>. 'Hie pinrform is equipped with six
telescopic legs, each uuc uUuiilcd by three electric motors,
and ic has an inherent stability, thanks also lo the fonl-to-
jround link whicn learts to a predictive behavior.

Photo no. 1 - The SHERPA robot

In the sequel the results of the tests carried out in the
framework of the TiiLEMAN programme at Chooz-13, a
new 1400 MWc Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) not yci in
operation, and Trino Vertdlcse Nl*l\ respectively in June
1993 and in January 1994, are reported. During (hese lests.
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•he efficiency ol' Ihc legged locomotion :.v:,tcm w-is
ilemonstrared nlong differenr paths. These paths were
chosen by postulating a mission lo be accomplished in ;m
hostile environment, in order to mitigate the consequences
of a hypothetical nuclear accident.

The tests validated the following capabilities of Ihc
legged robot SHERPA; walking on Oiffcrcnl types wf Hal
ground. walking on a small ramp, negotiating obstacles,
going up/Uuv*n a stair, moving in a narrow corridor.

Other crucial factors deeply invesuigaiwi have been (tie
piloting quality, man-machine interface and safu operation.
In particular ihc tests have demonstrated that Liic robot can
be piloted by plant shift upcralurs, shortly trained in
advance, with the aid of a simple video system.

M. SHERPA TECHNICAL DATA

The S11ERPA acronym stands tor: "Syst&nc HExapode
Robctise Pour Applications nucleates" a r robotized
hexapod system for nuclear instillations, it is intended lor
mlcrvcntions inside nuclear buildings such as the Nuclear
Auxiliary Building (NAB). Both an internal CEA program
cuilcd Syiow und the European program Te "email were ihc
sponsors of this project. The project begun just after the
delivery of the robot at the Fontenay-Aux-iioses laboratory
in February,

Genera) architecture

S11ERPA robot is ii six-legged, jxi-symmctrical.
ic!rat:opic machine with a stabilized horizontal transport
platform. H has been derived from the Odcx 111 prototype
(Odeucs). The motorization is fully electric and supplied
by a 300 V battery. The actuation of llie leg is performed
by ball-sercw3. The hexagonal central budy encloses liie
seTvo-ampiifiers (6 .< 3 power circuits!, Hie wnlking;
compiHEr. and the hattery. The transmission between the
control station PC and the robot are currently performed by
an umbilical cord as well as lhe battery recharge.

The propriooeptive sensor equipment iiicoroorates
potentiometers, tacho-altemator and Hail effect sensors
(position and speed acquisition). The platform till jngle
messurement is obtained by a 2D gyrometcr mixed with
iiceclcromclcrs. The CliA tactile feet1 incorporate
potentiometers and micro-switches (Photo no. 2).

Main technical
Weight (including battery): 490 kg
Maximum paylond: 300 kg on flat ground. 200

industrial stairs (> 1 m width)
Platform heigltt (in walk): 1.20 m to 1.95 m
Minimum walking diameter 0,76 m
Maximum static diameter: 2,40 in

Trunspon platform diameter: 0,68 m
Maximum static overturning moment: 470 riaNm
Tup speed (on flat ground only): 300 m/h (5 m/mir)
Control, on-boaro compwer witJi 5 micro-proccasor for

\v;iikinft algorttrun, leg-to-Jeg collision, leg
position control, WRDcbdog, conuriuniujUim;,.
Software housed on KPrlOMs

Communications: 500 kbaud umbilical cable, lull duplex
soiittl Imk

Energy: clottrital power system supplied with a 300 V, 5
All sealed lead battery (153 elements) working
in a floating mode (with a charger) or in ti
discharge mode (autonomy)

Autonomy on battery: > 65 mn along a representative path
with a 200 payload (Trino tests)

Control Station (movable); incorporates an industrial PC,
Ihree monitors (menu layout, video), keyboard.
charger and accessories. Robot tdcopeiaxion by
a "j€>ysUck' (rca.1 lime velocity control) and
keypads for parameters input.

Photo no. 2 • The S1IERPA Jwol

('tmtrol development - Operational modes

as:

CEA developed several walking fund tonalities* such

- rotation (on the symmetry axis);
elliptic flat walk for narrow paths or stairs;

- feet elevation independence;
- ground clearance management;
- reilex trajectory motion planner: xole-tti-leg filling

angle, rbot-to-ohjects lateral collisions, r,ole-to-
ground contact plenitude

The general waiking mode is the alternating tripod gait,
it has been used exclusively up to now for flat ground walk
as well as for clearing obstacles or climbing stairs. The

Z-
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height, the overall diameter arc independently selected by
the operator Ihe robot can be shaped into ;i circle or oval
pattern depending on environment constraints.

The original control principle of ihc machine was
designed by Steve Bartholet (Odetics Inc.). After iJis
selection of a convenient geometrical configuration in
terms of width, heigbl and feel elevation t'the gauge
selection), the robot control process is automatically
performed as a Junction of reai-dmc velocity inputs entered
by the joystick. On-board coin potations determine the
decision of tripod swap, depending on: instanlcnous
velocity, actual distance to sustentation polygon
boundaries, leg-to-leg collision distance, and distance to
joint limits. Therefore, (he step length - which depends
from real lime velocity operator inputs - is not
preprogrammed. If the operator releases his validation
Imlion, the walking process is immediately interrupted,
three feet remaining lifted. An acknowledged contact wim
ground obtained by the three feel leads to a tripod swan atul
the load is thus transferred.

TTicy lead (o am individualized correction of the
concerned leg which is synonymous of a limited
deformation of the ttiangle pattern. After (he activation of
an)1 foal sensor, the l«rg •& moved along a pre-piar»nc*i
trajectory (reflex correction), at limes ilerativcly. Tbcsc
irajectorias are controlled by a specific motion planner
which has l>een developed for standard industrial situations.
the correction magnitudes are functions of azunutal and
scalar data deduced from the behaviour of the foot during
the interaction, and from foot geometrical parameters. Oa a
stair, the foot location has to be as accurate as a lew
centimeters. Since for any kind of correction, the heading
must be known, tho sole is automatically realigned after
^ach take off.

For safety reasons, the operator controls the foot
velocity along the pre-determincd trajectory with the
joystick. These functions are intended to ensure a high
quality of safety but must be used together with video
equipment which enables navigation and interrupts
eventual endless iterative corrections.

The platform stabilization is fully automatic, it
produces small adjubinents of the leg positions. 'Hie
platform is always maintained inside a tilt angle of 5°.
The l«j trajectory <jf both tripods arc plane-rectangular in a
fixed external coordinates for a translation ami cvlindric-
rcctanyular for the relation. The robot is itiererorc
completely omnidirectional.

Tactile feet - Tnpco gait wiin reilex reactions
The basic tripod gait has been modified to process feet

information. Tactile feet (sec Fig. )) provide a total uf four
kinds of information: sole lilt angje, lateral collision,
ground contact plenitude and ground reaction threshold.
Any ol these interactions with the ground or objects during
aerial trajectories are treated as interruption*.

•1
S vertical swiicii > llHlaN

/•' (consistcm t

angular sensors
y i (soJcind.)

floating rinj;
(lat. conl«n>

sensor sensor

retractile uttuions
^plenitude)

I!J. CHOOZ-B TESTS

General conditions of Ihe Chooz-B tests

The tests were planned in advance and we!l defined.
The {ochnicaj specifications7 were inspired by !PSM*
mifBions'' dealing with the examination of possible
robotised interventions in the Nuclear Auxiiiairy Building
or on NPP site ami identified by EDP-OBR :it <jIIZ-

These tests were organized by EDF-DERU> inside The
Reactor Building and the Nuclear Auxiliniry building of
the new 1400 MW type. This reactor was not fully
completed when the tests took place. The general
ciKiditians *VCR; those of construction lvorKshop. The
ground consisted mainiy of rough c.oncrele often covered
with debris, and presenting numerous "traps" <tich as: sJoln.
metal grids, water spillage, dust, etc. The environmentd
conditions were gsfnurally windy including condensution
effects, variations of fighting, noise, etc. The major interest
here was to estimate Uie sensitivity of the robot equipment
;o these rather difficult conditions as well as examining
pilots difficulties.

The range of the mission was limited by the 30 meter
umbilical cable. Two cameras were fixed on the iwbot One
camera was fixed oil llie rronl leg ant) pennhted to see the
positioning of the robot's foot- The field of view permitted
to see two lateral feet during walking. The second pan and
tilt camera was under the battery pack. The pilot
command it from the PC.

Fig. 1 - Principle of the CKA tactile foot-*
1PSN- French institute tor nuclcaty sflfcty protection

* GtC-tNTRA hicoch intervention group lor nucltw o>xidcn($



Viobilhy tests validated the SHERPA robot aptitude to
walk on different lypes of ground with different obstacles,

• Ability to walk on a flat ground
— concrete smooth ground,
— painted ground.,
— raised pattern safety flooring,
— floor grating,
— *vater spillage,

• Ability to walk n m r a n p
• Ability to clear obstacles

—climb down a 44 cm depth containment dump,
— step over a tow separation wall (44 cm high),
—• passing over varied obstacles (pipes, electric
cables, small debris,..),

• Ability to move within physical constraints
• Ability to go up/down stain

—concrete stairs with landing,
— jirating stairs,

> Help to tiic piloting given by thv cameras
rite Itsip given So (he pilots;, by ilia i\vo camerux for

leteoji&YUing the robot tr<» xuffietenl for ensuring thai no
damage be caused to tire Installation and for guaranteeing
sveccsupd missions
The chuicc tj/'i'Jie cumera positutnx MJS correct iaithnu^h
improvements Lire mil possible) und gav« sufficient
infttrmation >o ii>e pthxi for making one's '.«n'
designated iu

Synthetic results rifChmi/i-li teats

Evolntioii inside the Reuclor Building (13ft)

;>J Mai ground tiie foot tolerates must small debris but
rejects -wires and duds as provided. Hie detection t/iresholtf
\vas generally appreciated as slightly too high provoking nt
times ovcrabondant automatic reactions. On the oilier hand,
the feet always protected themselves attaints pcribttUion by
contondant debris or pramding screws. The safety level
was satisfactory.

Access to ? lift, /bv a 3° incline)
This was u,mte an important capability to be checked

sincK a iirl ts the best way to change level whenever they
work!

Unfortunately, drey do not way <u each intermediate
level 01 the plan. The access to sand filter is a good
example.

SHliRPA climbed a small 8° ramp before entering the
cagelift. This test was fully positive, however, ilic current
minimum walking gauge of SHHRPA (76 cm) exceeds
slightly certain nanow cagelift that we noticed in Chooz-B.
An important property of ihe rohot geometry is cmphasiz«d

here . (he restricted overall folded shape ol" SUGRPA is
suitable here, since one or several persons can still stand
beside the robot. This represents an important advantage in
terms ot'discretion and insertion among human activity.

grossing pool
The objective here was to chock the possibility of

crossing standard pools (contnmtmenr sump) frequent it!
nuclear building. Additionally, there was an miacstmg
window giving access (o another identical pool (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 - Sketch oJ'ibe passage to ihe pooi

FTie presence of water (more than i cm in dcpdi) uii the
ground permitted to estimate the robot's controlahihry in
presence of spiiluge. A scaffold forced the robot in waik
around the circular '*all of Reactor Building. The padi
consisted at a: climb down a 44 cm depth pool, a walk on
the llut watered concrete ground, a path through the
window (Photo no. 3), ciimrjing down and then coming
fcmci;. Mie test was performed in its cnrircty and was tulh'
successful. However, the foot sealing appeared, afterwards,
to he unable to protect the 1<r>ot for the waier depth
encountered. Two micro-switches were damaged by
mairnmg water and then replaced.

Photo no. 3: SHERPA stepping over a low separation wail
ut Chooz-B plant
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The path through chicanes (90 cm width) aruuud pumps
WHS aiso performed successfijUy in the Reactor Building. It
demonstrated thai the robot's agility and stability m low
gauge were suitable to avoid contacts w<rii the installation
(sec the sketch of the chicane in Fig. 3). The independents
between translation anil rotation facilitated the pilot's

. 5 - Sketch of the chicane at Chwt-b plant

f'voiutton inside the Nuclear Auxiliary Building

Ascending conpre|o and me.'a| stairs a{ a 36° angle
These stair climbing tests were organized firjily i" a

standart stair cane and secondly in a narrow metal stair
with grating steps. The stair geometry were similar - 26 to
27 cm stair !cne.h and J 8.5 to 19 cm stair height - the width
oxcepted which was 143 cm tor the concrete and 100 cm
fur (lie metal stair (Photo no. 4). The climbing tests were

after a period of parameter adjustement anil a
modification (hip angle management

J'hoto no. 4: SHERPA on a narrow grating siairs
at Chooz-H plant

The tactile feet worked during the entire test period, and
in particular, uaicty was constantly ensured. Tke •fiy.ed step
length climbing process appeared lo be efficient.

Nevertheless the mechanical stability, as well as the
climbing time, was proved satisfactory on the concrete stair
but pcrfectable on the narrow metal stairs.

IV. TR1NO TESTS

Tnno Nuclear Power Plant is a PWR of 260 MWe
owned and operated by ENEL. The order for the supply of
the N.SSS was placed to Westinghouse in 1959 and the
plant began commercial operation in 1963. Currently the
plant is shutdown, due (o lAc decisions taken in Italy after a
public referendum on nuclear energy held in 1987.

In order to define the LcM pallr, as it postulated nuclear
accident. The breach of the cooling coil of the primary
pumps was considered. Following this small LOCA, the
robot has lu wulk in a high contaminated arvu of the
nuclear auxiliary building wiiere the following maneuvers
huve to be performed:

i) breaker closure, to actuate component cooling
valves ir> order to isolate the leaking pipe,
ii) aUuulHiii of manual valves of' the component
cooling, in caBC of failure of the previous action,
iii) line up of raw water system to maintain (he
conditioning of die area, when the !>igh pressure
safety injection pumps are loaded.

Testa have therefore been planned in order to <;how the
SIIliKPA capability of effectively performing such a type
of mission. During the tests, the robot had to move in
narrow corridors and labkmths, negotiate a number .if
diiTerent obstaties simulating accidental ennrimons, like a
portion of a brick wall, a piece of pipe, a fire estinguisher
?'.c, climb I.I m large stair will) a pay load of 200 leg and
walk on wet gruuikt, oiled grating, concrete debris and
small ramps. Different illumination conditions have also
been tested, including ivaliability of the emergency lights
only Other key aspects like autonomous locomotion with
on*boani battery and visual feedback have heen also
checked during the tests.

The lests have been well in advance planned und
defined. A technical Specification has been d^boratcd"
which detailed each test to be performed on sin;. A U>ul of
cipjireeri tests have been carried out, each one repeated
more titan cmc time with different environmental conditions
and obstacles. A particular emphasis was devoted to the
(lii!it.iu£li]y tVAluutMin of tho following robot capabilities

A) Locomotion abilities
— Indifference to ground quality.
— Obstacle clearing ability.
— Stairs and ramps climbing ability, landing

negotiation.

5
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— Ability to pass through doors and narrow
corridors (80 •?• 85 cm).

— Vbtlity To walk 1*1111 a heavy payicud (up m 300

3) Physical independence
— Locomotion without external power supply.
— Navigation without the aid of external cameras.
— Mission range.

C) Piloting quality and safety aspects
— Pilot training time.
-—• Man-Machine interface performance.
— Robot self protection performance.
— Kill switch functionality.
— Stability margin evaluation.

Locomotion abilities

Different ground conditions have been arranged in
order to check robot stability and walking capability l"he
robot stably walked on wood, painted concrete, metal grids,
metallic pool wet or oiled, concrete debris (from 5 to 10
mm in diameter).

Different obstacles have been put in a casual manner
along a path (photo no. 5) to assess the n>U>t capability of
clearing them, rherv were a tire estinguisher, a ladder. 3
piece of pipe and a tool box. A wall of vanabie dimensions
urn! malic ay ml)', bri^lo WI» uloo plnc»d along the nnrh
True iobot cleared all these obstacles cither going around
the taller ones, like lhc ladder, or walking over without
coniftcl. like the pipe or the wall, or pushing them away JS
lor the tool box. II must be emphasized that the robot
kinematics can he fully exploited to avoid the obstacles, as
Ihe legs can be moved in different coordinated madia or
even independently one from ihe others (tentacular mode).

Anothcr lest has proven art important feature of the
robot, i.e. its ability to detect, wiihuu* any viAaaJ aid. the
presence of a well.

This scenario foresees fhe passthilily (hat a concrete
pialc covering n hole in the floor is not exactly in place in
concurreiKe with sonic maintenance activities Since the
robot feet are equipped with contact switches, the presence
of it well can be delected (Photo no. 6), and any dangerous
consequence avoided.

Photo no. 6 - V/cll detection at Trino Plant

The robot ^uccessnilly climbed a concrete stairs. 1.1 m
luigc, wliu»c »U.|/i luivc a •iupili of 0.J5 m and .in cigth of
').)X m (Photo no. 7).

1'holo no. 5 - SHERPA negotiating different obstacles
at Trino plant

PJioto no. 7 - SHERPA o»i a concrete stair at Trino plant

The robot walked up and down the stair while keeping
Us platform horizontal. It is worth to remark that on the top

6
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of the stair, a seismic sensor reduced the nominal stair sivc.
?7rfs unforsccn obstacle showed the robo« capability ;u'
clearing obstacles placed in very unusual positions. Indeed,
The robot had to clear it and al the same time negotiate the
first step of the stair in the descending phase or 'Jie landing
in the ascending phase. The robot was also able to walk on
a ramp with an angle of approximately 22° (Photo no. S).

Photo no. 8 - SHERPA on a Tamp ul Trino plant

"Ho Stability problems were recorded, and also in this
case the placform was kept horizontal during all ihe test

The tests have shown that the robot can navigate
through narrow corridors and passages -with the aid of both
the on board and external cameras, which provide the
necessary information on the path geometry (Photo no. 9).

As already slated, the postulated mission foresees sonic
manipulation activities. This means that the robot has to
carry on its platform a manipulator. Indeed the robot can
carry a pay load of 300 kg. During the tests a payload of
150 kg was continuously used. A 200 kg payloari was used
during stair climbing and some lesis with 30ft kg were also
run. No detectable differences in the robot performance
were recorded with different pay loads.

Physical independence

A lest has been run without external power supply in
order to sstabltsli the robot power autonomy. 3HERPA
walked up and down a stair and on flat ground for about
one hour. During this test the battery voltage was recorded
every minute, and the test was slopped when the battery
voltage dropped below ihe 90% level of the nominal one
(300 V DC). No detectable differences in the robot
performance were observed due (o the battery voitage drop.

Some or" the tC3t3 previously described have bee run
mthout external lights, and then without the visual aid of
the fixed cameras (two pan and tilt cameras with zoom). In
some instances also the on board back camera was shut

down. The lobot successfully executed these tests, even if
sonic of them slow down.

The range of the mission was actually limited by the
umbilical cable ieiijttfi (30 in). No ottoer particular
limitations affecting the mission range were observed.

- SHDRPA in a narrow passage at TTJIIO

Piloting quality and safety aspects

A °reat deal of attention was paid to the piloting aspect.
First of all h was decided that personnel without a specific
knowledge in robotic? should have piloted the robot during
ihc tests. Two shift operators of Trino plants were then
elected as robot pilots. These operators were trained for
seven days at the CEA laboratory in Paris. The training
CUUTSC was divided in two pans: one covering theoretical
aspects (three days), and ihc other dedicated to the actual
piloting of the robot (four days). Almost all the tests carried
out in Trino have In effect been run by the HNEL pilots.
Hew exceptions cover Ihose tests where a reduced stability
margin was expected. No particular problems have been
pointed out by Die £NKL pilots during the testa, confirming
lite effectiveness and easiness of the robot man-machine
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The functionality of the kiil-switch, which suddenly
stops the rob« motion in va&e of dangcT, Sas been also
successfully tested.

Kobot stability was generally very good In particular a
significant margin from static insiahility was aiwnys
jchieved, with Ihc exception of few cases where a mm
cquilater supporting triangle was needed in order ro 30
through narrrow passages while avoiding some obstacles.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In total, roughly 60 Jiours of walking ware carried oui in
Nuclear Power Plant teats without any electronic OT
mechanical failure. A few significative imcrvcjiliwis >vere
made. Two micro-switches took on water in Chnoz-B anti
were replaced. A few rcsuljusnieiilx of potentiomeiers
drives were necessary M Choo2-B -.vhcrcua unly one was
required \n Tnno after 30 hours 01 walking.

The tests have demonstrated the versatility of a 'walking
lohot in an industrial environment and ihe good choice of
Ihc walking reflex concept. A mobile robot like SHERPA
presents some advantages compared with classical
"wheeled robots" or "crawler robots", mainly because of its
ability of crossing obstacles md going up/down stairs,
regardless of the slope.

The integration of atelcmauiipularor arm ami the control
of (he embarked energy will permit SHERPA lo become an
efficient .luiouumous machine for :nnpcctjon <;r
interveniion in contam)nated iones.

In suminarj', rhc tests ooni'n-wsd the ability of the
SHERPA robot to be successfully anii safely utiiittii in a
reaJ nuciear (fnvironmeof Trm nampaigns have uls«.> proven
the importance of earring out tests in real sites, because of
their high complex and untcrrscen &ttom«ry nrd oihci
cnviffKirnemal aspects that are not reproducible in 1
laboratory in all their aspects.

indeed the tests biRhiigthcd points of' rbrthej- and useful
rniicrtine improvements, like Die need ol increasing the

speed and ncducing ihe irverail robot siz*, and
modifications to sub-sysiems as the feet sensor

.ind die man-machioe interface.
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